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The optical depth is widely used in Galactic microlensing studies as a means
to determine the density of MACHOs, since in theory it depends only upon
their spatial distribution and is therefore less model-dependent than other
microlensing observables. We show that determinations of the MACHO density
derived from the observed optical depth are much less robust than generally
acknowledged. We illustrate this by analysing the 2-year LMC results of the
MACHO collaboration for a simple isothermal MACHO halo.
We draw the following conclusions: (1) The MACHO density inferred from
optical depth measurements is a function of the assumed MACHO mass function
for a given Galactic distribution function; (2) without a priori knowledge of
the MACHO mass function, optical depth measurements alone cannot usefully
constrain the MACHO density for a given Galactic distribution function; (3) in
the case of multi-component Galactic models, the relative contribution of each
component to the observed optical depth can only be established by assuming
prior knowledge of the distribution function and MACHO mass function for
each component; (4) comparisons between theoretical and observed optical
depths which do not take account of the distribution of timescales are making
implicit assumptions about the Galactic distribution function and MACHO mass
function, and may therefore be misleading; (5) because of its sensitivity to both
the MACHO mass and spatial density, an analysis of the observed rate-timescale
distribution is always able to place stronger limits on the MACHO density than
an analysis of the measured optical depth.
Given these ndings we caution that optical depth measures be used only
as a consistency check on the results from rate-timescale distribution analyses.
We briefly discuss implications for microlensing searches towards the Galactic
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bulge, which are perhaps more reliant on optical depth determinations than
LMC searches.
Subject headings: Dark matter | gravitational lensing | Galaxy: halo |
Galaxy: stellar content | Galaxy: structure
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1. Introduction
Several microlensing experiments are undertaking searches to detect compact halo
dark matter (MACHOs), as well as other low-luminosity stellar populations, following the
suggestion of Paczynski (1986). One of the principal quantities which characterises the
microlensing properties of a particular MACHO population is the optical depth  . This
quantity determines the average number of microlensing events in progress at any instant







where x is the distance along the line of sight between the observer and MACHO, L is the






is the Einstein radius. Equation (1) is valid if all sources are at distance L, otherwise one
needs to further integrate equation (1) over the spatial distribution of sources (Kiraga &
Paczynski 1994).
So far, theoretical predictions have been compared to measures of the optical depth
obtained from observations towards the LMC and Galactic bulge (Alcock et al. 1997a;
Renault et al. 1997; Alcock et al. 1995; Udalski et al. 1994; Alard et al. 1995), with further
tentative comparisons also starting to emerge from observations towards SMC (Alcock et
al. 1997b) and from pixel experiments directed towards M31 (Ansari et al. 1997; Crotts
& Tomaney 1997). For non-pixel based experiments, observational determinations of the











(e.g. Udalski et al. 1994; Alcock et al. 1995; Alcock et al. 1997a), where te;i (i = 1 : : :Nobs)
are the measured event timescales (we dene te  2Re=VT, with VT the MACHO velocity
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across the observer{source line of sight), E is the eciency with which timescales te are
detected and E is the \eective exposure"; that is the average observation time per source
star multiplied by the total number of stars observed. Equation (3) basically measures the
fraction of the total observing time for which microlensing events are in progress. Errors
are typically determined by a \boot-strap" method in which the range in optical depth is
estimated from random timescale realisations generated from the observed te;i (e.g. Alcock
et al. 1995; Alcock et al. 1997a). Han & Gould (1995) have shown that error estimates
based on naive Poisson statistics can signicantly underestimate the true error.
Alcock et al. (1997a) point out that equation (3) is not a measure of the total optical
depth, but only of the optical depth of events which fall within a particular range of
timescales (those for which E > 0). They stress that an estimate of the total optical depth
requires one to input a timescale distribution.
In this study we dene the concept of observable optical depth and use it, together
with the MACHO collaboration’s 2-year LMC results, to place limits on the total optical
depth for the \standard" isothermal halo model analysed by MACHO. We show that
such an analysis is highly model dependent and nd that no useful upper or lower limit
on the MACHO density can be obtained from optical depth measurements without prior
knowledge of the MACHO mass function. We conclude that an analysis of the event
rate-timescale distribution is the most eective way to constrain the MACHO density and
urge that optical depth comparisons be used only as a consistency check.
2. Optical depth-timescale distribution
Because of the timescale dependence of equation (3), its theoretical analogue is not












where Γ is the event rate. Equation (4) is almost a re-statement, in somewhat expanded
form, of the relation  = (=4)hteiΓ, where htei is the average event duration. The one
dierence is the restriction to timescales te(E > 0).
Equation (4) points to an expression for the dierential contribution to the optical










Evidently, just as the rate-timescale distribution dΓ=dte depends upon the spatial, velocity
and MACHO mass distributions, so too must the optical depth-timescale distribution
d=dte. Hence, to evaluate d=dte one must specify both the full Galactic distribution
function and the MACHO mass function.
As an example, we employ the cored isothermal halo model originally analysed by
Griest (1991), and denoted model S in the MACHO collaboration’s halo analyses. For the
case of a discrete mass function and stationary line of sight, the rate-timescale distribution










(x2 − 2xR0 cos b cos l + a2 +R20)
dx (6)
(Griest 1991), where Vc = 220 km s
−1 is the halo velocity normalisation,
0 = 0:0079 M pc
−3 is the local halo density, a = 5 kpc is the halo core radius,
R0 = 8:5 kpc is the Sun’s Galactocentric distance, (l = 280
, b = −33, L = 50 kpc) is the
LMC position in Galactic coordinates and   (2Re=Vcte)2. From equations (5) and (6),










(x2 − 2xR0 cos b cos l + a2 +R20)
dx: (7)
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Fig. 1.| The optical depth-timescale and rate-timescale distributions towards the LMC for
a standard isothermal halo and a lens mass m = 1 M. The line of sight is assumed to
be stationary with respect to the Galactic rest frame. The peak of both distributions is
normalised to unity for ease of comparison.
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Both distributions are plotted in Figure (1) for the LMC direction, assuming a MACHO
mass m = 1 M. To ease comparison, the distributions are both normalised such that their
peak values are unity. It is evident from the gure just how much more sensitive the optical
depth is than the rate to longer duration events.
3. Observable and observed optical depths
Having dened the optical depth timescale distribution we can now compare theoretical
prediction with observation in either of two ways. The rst method would be to directly









This quantity represents the total optical depth which is potentially observable to a
microlensing experiment with detection eciency E . Since it already incorporates the
detection eciency, it should be compared not to equation (3) but to the directly observed









In the limit of low-number statistics, which is presently the case for searches towards the
LMC and SMC, comparison of the quantities oble and obsd should provide a more stable
estimate than can be obtained from equations (3) and (4), since it is less dependent on the
eciency estimates for particular timescales.
An evaluation of the quantities oble and obsd allows a straightforward estimate of the
halo fraction f = obsd=oble for our adopted halo model. This fraction represents the total
MACHO fraction, not just the fraction within some timescale range. The rst 2 years of
MACHO observations towards the LMC uncovered 8 microlensing candidates (Alcock et
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al. 1997a), though this includes a binary event whose timescale is not simply related to its
optical depth contribution. To compensate for this, MACHO denes a 6-event sub-sample
which excludes the binary but has about the same average event duration. We restrict our
analysis to this 6-event sub-sample. The timescales of these events yield an observed optical
depth obsd = 5:7 10−8 for an eective exposure E = 1:82 107 star-years. Note that this
is smaller than the value quoted by MACHO since it does not compensate for the eect of
eciencies. Instead, it represents the optical depth actually measured by the experiment.
The potentially observable optical depth oble is sensitive not only to the halo model
but to the assumed MACHO mass function. We calculate inferred halo fractions for discrete
MACHO mass functions with masses ranging from 0:01− 2 M. This range includes the
0:1 − 1 M range favoured by the MACHO collaboration’s maximum-likelihood analysis
of the rate-timescale distribution (Alcock et al. 1997a). The MACHO 2-year detection
eciencies are incorporated as required in equation (8).
The solid line in Figure (2) shows the preferred halo fraction f as a function of assumed
MACHO mass m. The errors on f are determined by Monte-Carlo simulation and are
discussed in the following section. The most obvious point to note is the mass dependency
of f . Whilst the preferred value for f is quite stable between  0:1− 1 M at f ’ 0:5, it
becomes arbitrarily large for small masses, as well as for masses much larger than 1 M.
This is directly related to the timescale correspondence between the eciency and optical
depth distributions. For very high- or low-mass MACHOs the peak in the optical depth
distribution occurs at relatively long and short timescales, respectively, where the eciency
is low. Hence, oble is very small for these cases, and so f / 
−1
oble becomes large for a
given obsd. Therefore, even for a specic Galactic distribution function, optical depth
measurements do not imply a preference for a particular value of f in the absence of prior
information on the MACHO mass function.
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Fig. 2.| Halo fraction determinations resulting from the 2-year MACHO LMC 6-event
sample. A discrete MACHO mass function is assumed. The solid line denotes the preferred
value as a function of m. Also shown are the 2-sided 68% (dark grey) and 95% (light grey)
condence-level regions bounded by dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The horizontal
dashed line at f = 1 demarcates a full MACHO halo, whilst the cross denotes the MACHO
collaboration’s 2-D maximum likelihood solution based on the rate-timescale distribution
(m = 0:41 M, f = 0:51).
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4. Error estimates
To obtain error estimates on our inferred halo fraction f we use a Monte-Carlo
procedure in which 10000 microlensing \experiments" are conducted for each assumed
MACHO mass m. The errors are obtained from the resulting distribution of inferred f
values.
The calculation procedure is as follows: for each mass m the eciency-corrected
rate-timescale distribution EdΓ=dte and optical depth-timescale distribution Ed=dte
are calculated, together with their integrals Γoble and oble. Comparison of oble with
obsd = 5:7 10−8, as computed from the MACHO 2-year LMC results, gives the preferred
estimate of f(m) discussed in the previous section. The expected number of detectable
events for the model is then Nexp(m) = fEΓoble. This number is used to generate a Poisson
realisation Nobs;j for mass m and \experiment" j. Event durations te;i (i = 1 : : :Nobs;j) are
generated from an interpolation of the distribution EdΓ=dte. Finally, obsd;j is computed
from equation (9) and compared to oble to give fj(m). Repeating this process for each
\experiment" results in the distribution N [f(m)]. Two-sided 68% and 95% condence
regions are then computed about the preferred value for f(m) by an interpolation of the
distribution N [f(m)]. The quantity hfj(m)i, the average over all \experiments", is found
to be typically in agreement to within 0:5% of the preferred value for f(m) as obtained by
direct integration over Ed=dte.
The resulting condence intervals are shown as the shaded regions in Figure (2). It
is clear that the intervals are larger for larger masses m. This is because a given obsd
implies a xed total time
P
i te;i for the summed event durations. The number of events
required to produce this summed duration is inevitably larger for low-mass MACHOs than
for high-mass MACHOs, due to the smaller Einstein radius of low-mass MACHOs [c.f.
equation (2)]. As a result, Nexp is required to be large for low-mass MACHOs so Poisson
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fluctuations about Nexp are small. The converse is true for very massive MACHOs, which
give rise to inherently longer durations. Since Nexp for these objects is typically small, larger
Poisson fluctuations can arise, which in turn produce larger errors in f . For arbitrarily large
m the errors on f also become arbitrarily large.
The actual number of detected events, Nobs, is of course a known quantity but is not
directly used in the optical depth analysis. Optical depth analyses are concerned only with
the sum of the event timescales and not the number of events, which is essentially why they
place no constraint on the MACHO mass m.
Plotted in Figure (2) is the MACHO collaboration’s preferred value for f and m
based on a 2-D maximum likelihood analysis of the rate-timescale distribution (Alcock
et al. 1997a). The correspondence between this estimate (f = 0:51, m = 0:41 M) and
the optical depth f(m) constraint for the same mass is reassuring and shows that optical
depth measures can at least serve as a useful consistency check on other analyses. For
m = 0:41 M we obtain f = 0:48
+0:52
−0:37, where the quoted errors bound the 2-sided 95%
condence interval. This implies a total halo optical depth  = 2:24+2:41−1:71  10
−7, which




−7 for events with durations between 2 and 200 days (Alcock et al.
1997a). (Note that the errors for the MACHO estimate are 1-sided 97:5% condence
intervals, so the upper and lower limit together bound a 95% condence region.) Comparison
of the two values shows that the MACHO collaboration’s estimate is slightly lower than
ours, which is to be expected since our estimate is not restricted to a certain timescale
range. However, the MACHO estimate is not much lower because, for the assumed Galactic
model, the timescales produced by 0:41 M lenses typically fall within the MACHO
eciency range and are thus relatively well sampled. Generally, however, the level of
agreement between two such estimates depends critically on the MACHO mass for a given
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Galactic distribution function.
It is noticeable that, whilst the upper error limits are comparable in the two analyses,
our lower-limit error is somewhat larger than for the MACHO estimate. Our lower limit
of 5:3  10−8 represents only 24% of the optical depth of our preferred value, whilst the
MACHO lower limit of 7:7 10−8 corresponds to 37% of its central value. This discrepancy
may simply result from the fact that the two errors are not quite equivalent; one being the
lower limit on a 2-sided 95% condence region centred on the preferred optical depth value,
the other being a 1-sided limit on a 97:5% condence region spanning all larger optical
depth values.
5. Discussion
The optical depth is a familiar concept in gravitational microlensing studies and is
widely used as a means to determine relatively \model-independent" constraints on the
density of MACHOs in our Galaxy. In this study we emphasise that a comparison of
observed to predicted optical depths is a highly model-dependent procedure and failure to
take proper account of this may give rise to misleading results.
We have shown that even if one species a distribution function for the MACHO
population, optical depth constraints on their density will still be a function of the MACHO
mass. In particular, one cannot sensibly constrain the density of MACHOs on the basis of
optical depth determinations if the Galactic component under study comprises MACHOs
with event durations typically much larger than the observation baseline. In the opposite
case where the MACHOs generally have durations shorter than the sampling of the
experiment, any positive observation would provide a useful lower limit on the MACHO
density, though a priori knowledge of the MACHO mass function is required in this case.
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Without information on the MACHO mass function, no useful density constraint can be
obtained from the optical depth.
This may have important implications for microlensing searches towards the Galactic
bulge, which are strongly reliant on optical depth determinations due to the inherent
complexity in producing realistic multi-component distribution functions which can
accurately model the inner Galaxy. The MACHO collaboration’s bulge sample (Alcock et
al. 1995) shows some evidence for two distinct lens populations: one with timescales in
the range 8 < te < 80 days, the other with timescales te > 100 days. Though the longer
timescale population represents just 4 events out of a total sample of 45, they nonetheless
contribute about one third of the overall measured optical depth. If these long-timescale
events represent the tip of an even longer timescale population, then the quoted errors on
the optical depth may be signicantly underestimated. If this is indeed the case then it
may help to resolve the present problem of observed optical depth \excess" over what is
predicted by current Galactic models.
Another problem for studies towards the Galactic bulge is that more than one Galactic
component is thought to be contributing signicantly to the observed rate. To calculate
properly the relative contribution of each component to the observed optical depth one
must assume both distribution functions and mass functions for each component. Such
assumptions are implicit in calculations which simply compare observed and theoretical
optical depths without regard to the timescale distributions for each component; these
implicit assumptions may not be correct! This is also relevant to LMC searches if the
LMC or an intervening structure is contributing to the microlensing statistics (Sahu 1994;
Zhao 1997; Zaritsky & Lin 1997). In either case, both a distribution function and a mass
function for the component is required if its contribution to the observed optical depth is
to be properly quantied.
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In summary, an analysis of the rate-timescale distribution is better able to place
constraints on the density of MACHOs than an analysis of the optical depth, due to its
ability to place simultaneous limits on both the MACHO mass and density for a given
Galactic model. We advocate the use of the measured optical depth as a consistency check
for rate-timescale distribution analyses, and caution against its use in the absence of such
other analyses. Either type of analysis is highly model dependent; requiring both a Galactic
distribution function and a MACHO mass function.
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